
Wiley PT XML Conversion Form (version 3) 
Wiley Production Editor/Content Editor : Complete for each new title and email to: ptg@wiley.com. 
 
Title: On Teaching and Learning    Creator1: Vella    Print ISBN: 9780787986995 

Date: 8/8/08    Production Editor/ Content Editor: Cathy Mallon 

Compositor: MPS (ICC)    Publisher: John Wiley and Sons, Inc. - San Francisco 

Copyright:  John Wiley &Sons, Inc.   Wiley Publishing, Inc.  John Wiley &Sons, Ltd.  

  Other: (if Other, type full frontmattercopyright line here) 

Project Type: SA - single creator 

Select a value for "Creator # role" for 
every book-level creator: 

 Select a value for "Chapter-level creator(s) role" ONLY if 
every chapter has separate creators: 

Creator 1 role author  Individual Chapter creator(s) role -select one- 
Creator 2 role -select one-  
Creator 3 role -select one-  
Creator 4 role -select one-  
Creator 5 role -select one-  
Creator 6 role -select one-  

Restricted Reuse Rights / Exclusions 
List file and element (ex: chapter 3, Table 7) for which we do not have electronic rights: 
      

Content Analysis - check if this book contains: 

Content Type How to Tag 
 features 

Paste each FeatureType from 
Batch List of Styles In Use 
macro report 

For each FeatureType specify 
whether position is fixed or if 
feature can float 

[FeatureType] 

 

Position: FeatureType: 

fixed  activity 

float  general 

float        

float        

float        

float        

float        

 foot/endnotes 
[FootnoteEntry, EndnoteEntry] 

Location:   
 foot of page           end of chapter              end of book (contentUnit Type)      

 math 
[Equation, EquationNumbered] 

default: render as MathML 

 custom styles 
Check all that apply 

 

 CustomChapterOpener used for:      

 CustomList used for:      

 CustomHead used for:      

 CustomStyle1 used for:      

 CustomStyle2 used for:      

 CustomCharStyle used for:      

 parts [PartTitle] 

 URLs / websites [InlineURL, URLPara] 

 terms [KeyTerm] 

 special characters (ex. Euro), specify:       
 

Available FeatureTypes are: 
 

activity other 
caseStudy procedure 
concept profile 
definition recipeNote 
example tip 
extract warning 
general worksheet 
note  

rboyce
Text Box
NOTE: When you send the MS and art to your vendor for composition, make sure you fill out and email this form 

rboyce
Text Box
no hyphens in the ISBN

rboyce
Text Box
When copyright holder is "Other", type entire copyright line as it appears in frontmatter

rboyce
Text Box
single creator means one authormultiple creator means multiple authorsedited collection means creator(s) are editors

rboyce
Text Box
set value only when chapters each have their own creator name(s)

rboyce
Text Box
a Foreword author should be given the role "contributor"

rboyce
Text Box
NOTE: This part of the form is used only for certain styles critical to XML encoding. Not all styles used in the MS are listed here. 

rboyce
Text Box
NOTE: You must run the Batch List of Styles macro to get these values. Copy them from the generated report and paste into this form.  

rboyce
Line

rboyce
Line

rboyce
Text Box
indicate "fixed" when boxed element must appear in layout exactly where it is located in MS

rboyce
Text Box
indicate "float" when boxed element can appear near the location in MS

rboyce
Text Box
if a character isn't on your keyboard, list it here Some examples: currency symbols, accented letters (Spanish, Danish), foreign alphabets (Cyrillic, Arabic), inverted punctuation, guillemets




